
 

27 August 2010 

The Prime Minister 

Rt Hon. John Key  

Parliament 

The Minister of Finance 

Hon. Bill English  

Parliament 

The Treasury Secretary 

Mr John Whitehead 

C/- John Park 

Manager, Guarantee Scheme 

WELLINGTON 

 

We refer to the Treasury letter of 26 August 2010.  

Whilst SCF acknowledges there is absolutely no obligation on the Crown to provide support, we 

are surprised by the decision for a number of reasons which are addressed in this letter. We 

wish to understand the reasons influencing your decision so that we can address these as (and 

if) appropriate.  

We would welcome and urge you to provide an understanding of the key policy issues of 

concern to the government. We do not wish to learn subsequent to a failure that additional 

information could have been provided which may have caused a different outcome to 

eventuate, given the size of what is at stake in the event of a failure. 

We are most concerned to ensure that likely “second order effects” have been fully considered 

and provisioned. These do include broader constitutions such as South Island business, the 

rural sector as well as SCF’s own contributions and unsecured creditors whose services have 

continued to be provided in good faith in recent times, for whom receivership related delays and 

costs will cause significant hardship.  

Given the consequences to SCF of a decision not to provide support, the directors believe they 

have a duty to fully explore the means by which support could be forthcoming, and in this 

respect they wish to confirm that there is sufficient time for reconsideration of the proposal, 

given that Monday 30 August has been signalled as the date for a decision to have been made 

by. 

BACKGROUND 

Over the past year, the Board, management and advisors to SCF have worked tirelessly to 

implement a comprehensive set of reforms within SCF to provide the company with an 

opportunity to recapitalise and secure a long-term future under new ownership and direction.  

In recent weeks SCF has worked in good faith with Treasury officials to structure a credible, 

effective, comprehensive recapitalisation proposal that would be submitted for consideration.  



 

We submitted this proposal to you having helpfully received feedback as to where the proposal 

should be simplified, as this was seen as presenting the most effective means of obtaining 

support. 

SCF has been broadly aware that government policy considerations would be an essential factor 

in the decision of the Crown to consider support. However we are disappointed that SCF’s 

perspectives on policy considerations were not sought at all. We are uncertain as to whether or 

not any submissions on policy considerations would have been able to influence a decision, as 

we do not know what the considerations are. 

You will appreciate that by operating in good faith with Treasury to seek a solution to SCF’s 

position, an approach referred in a recent letter to SCF from Treasury, SCF did not seek to lobby 

government ministers, employ lobbyists, develop a media pressure strategy and the like to 

influence the decision-making process. 

As the largest stakeholder in the commercial outcome for SCF, we had an expectation that the 

Crown would have signalled all of its issues to SCF for SCF to consider when developing the 

proposal for recapitalisation and avoidance of potential failure. 

Therefore we are surprised to be informed the government has decided not to support SCF, 

which we understand relate essentially to policy rather than fiscal considerations, and we 

respectfully request you reconsider the decision in light of this submission and request for 

support. 

FISCAL OUTCOME COMPELLING FOR THE CROWN 

In SCF’s analysis the proposal presented will result in an ultimate loss or shortfall to the Crown 

of approximately $250-300 million. This compares with SCF’s estimate of a shortfall under 

receivership of up to $700 million. SCF’s CEO Sandy Maier has 35 years of experience in 

dealing with troubled asset and finance entities, including in his role as Statutory Manager to 

DFC, an organisation of similar size to SCF. In Sandy’s opinion the outcome from a receivership 

for SCF will be anything but a straightforward process given the nature of the assets in SCF and 

their lack of liquidity or appeal to other entities at values anywhere near carrying values.  

On fiscal grounds alone, SCF believes the proposal presented to the Crown is compelling as it 

quantifies the loss on SCF to a smaller than expected amount and therefore provides strong 

validation of the decision to support SCF. 

A SIMPLE SOLUTION FOR THE CROWN 

The proposal presents the following benefits to the Crown in addition to the fiscal outcomes: 

! Minimisation of systematic flow-on consequences to sectors reliant on SCF and other 

financiers, such as borrowers and depositors.  

! no requirement to own or operate assets as the proposal ensures all assets will be bought 

from the Crown once removed from SCF. 

! the proposal is capable of being regarded as sufficiently certain regarding completion. It is 

not causing an option to be granted, with known issues for addressing having been 

thought through with solutions provided. 



 

! the proposal includes a commitment to immediately withdraw SCF from the guarantee 

scheme, regularising the market and diminishing the Crown’s exposure to SCF as time 

passes. 

! the proposal is backed by credible, well-known, well-respected, finance sector 

experienced entities with significant financial capacity. 

! most of the tax issues are written off, thereby being of benefit to the Crown. 

! the proposal enables the Crown to book a known loss on SCF quickly and move on 

without the administration and ongoing risk resulting from ownership of the assets 

pursuant to the guarantee scheme. 

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS 

SCF expects the policy issues to be of such significant magnitude so as to effectively offset the 

fiscal benefits of avoiding an SCF failure. Yet any such benefits in not confirming support of the 

proposal are not obvious to SCF. 

SCF believes that in addition to the fiscal benefits of the proposal, and the relative simplicity 

and other benefits of the proposal submitted, there are significant benefits of a non-financial 

nature. 

We have summarised these below in an endeavour to address what SCF considers may have 

been some of the policy considerations for the government: 

1. Not the role of government to bail out the private sector – notwithstanding the actions 

taken over examples such as Air NZ and KiwiRail, SCF submits that in fact the reverse 

position is occurring here. The previous government committed the Crown to the 

guarantee scheme, extended by this government, thereby causing the Crown to become 

the largest stakeholder in the non-bank financial sector, and with its consequent 

distortions. 

The proposal presented enables the Crown to effectively withdraw from its involvement in 

SCF by crystallising a loss at a known figure.  

This is not a scenario whereby the Crown is being asked to support an “important” 

company by entering into the private market. The Crown already has that position and 

through this proposal can contain and exit its existing support and exposure.  

We do not believe it presents a poor signal to the private market or creates an 

expectation there will be a “queue at the door” of other entities that may potentially fail, 

as no other sector has a Crown underwrite of its liabilities. 

2. Significant implications in particular sectors, especially the rural and provincial sectors of 

the South Island – SCF has a significant presence in these sectors through its financing of 

farmers, farm suppliers, plant and equipment operators, etc. Financing is not typical bank 

financing and consequently the large number of borrowers will face considerable 

uncertainty at a difficult time in the economy and with tight credit markets. 



 

It would be surprising if an SCF failure did not cause significant contagion in the rural and 

provincial sectors of the South Island as financing becomes unavailable or severely 

limited and from a limited or non-existent pool of potential alternative suppliers. 

We expect hardship amongst many of SCF’s borrowers, with a very negative flow-on effect 

into their businesses and communities. It is difficult to quantify the full economic impact 

of an SCF failure but it will be negative. 

With most of the country’s liquidity emanating from offshore there will be a further flow of 

assets into foreign hands, especially in the sensitive rural sector as business owners are 

forced to sell up in the event they cannot finance or refinance their businesses as the 

sector struggles further under resulting loss of confidence. This is at a time when the 

government is trying to encourage savings, investment and increased NZ ownership. 

In addition it keeps alive an NZ lending institution (with a clear intent that SCF will 

become an NZ listed company through this proposal) that has decades of experience in 

successfully operating in the rural, rural servicing and equipment markets (none of these 

areas have contributed to the losses and problems of SCF). This “hollowing out” of 

expertise and financing infrastructure leaves critical sectors of our economy even further 

exposed to a select few foreign-owned banks. 

3. Socialising loss for private gain – as above the losses were socialised when the previous 

government opted to underwrite SCF’s liabilities by introducing the guarantee scheme. 

Critically, in supporting this proposal, the government would actually be reducing the 

extent of losses socialised AND avoiding the negative signals of private gain.  

The equity owner of SCF will realise no value from this proposal and the preference share 

owners will only yield a small part of the potential value (simply for the fact that the 

constitutional arrangements of those securities mean they cannot be terminated). The 

proposal presented to you carefully considers the policy objectives of the government in 

that respect and presents a structure that effectively limits gains accruing to preference 

share owners. 

4. Government is picking winners or choosing who can survive and who not – as above, the 

Crown already became committed to favourable treatment of the finance sector at the 

Crown’s expense when the guarantee scheme was implemented. In confirming support 

for the proposal, the government is not therefore creating a precedent for other 

businesses. The government is in fact reducing its losses from an existing exposure and 

on the back of a comprehensive $150m new equity capitalisation transaction.  

Indeed the precedent being set is that if other opportunities arise for the government to 

take action to reduce its liabilities it will consider these. 

5. Avoid a likely negative public reaction – we expect the public will struggle to understand 

why the government has chosen not to support a credible proposal that ensures SCF 

stays alive, avoids the above negatives AND reduces the Crown’s loss on SCF, as opposed 

to incurring a larger loss and realising the above factors as well by not supporting the 

proposal. 



 

We expect the government will be seen to have responsibly managed an inherited problem, 

reduced the loss to taxpayers and ensured a vital entity in key provincial and rural sectors 

prevails, supporting business, employment and investment. 

We are available through the weekend to work to a solution. 

 

Yours sincerely 

South Canterbury Finance Limited  

 
 

Samford L Maier Jr 

Chief Executive Officer 


